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PHILATELIC SOCIETY

An Expensive Parcel Of?

A bit dog-eared for sure, and not all the stamps are in perfect
condition; but how often have you seen a total of thirteen 1 Fr
Seated Helvetias on the same item? The rate apparently was
figured as follows: Fr 11 .75 for the parcel itself, weighing 34 Kg,
or over 74 pounds; and the insurance must have cost the
remaining Fr 1 .30 . Declared value of the parcel was SFr 1250 or
DM 1000.

Unfortunately, someone scratched away the name of the addressee,
leaving only "Hamburg" (which one of the backstamps also shows).

The stamps are arranged in a strip of five, three vertical pairs,
and two singles, plus the lone 5 cts.

Should you own a larger piece, or rather a piece with even more
postage, then please send a good photo to your associate editor so
that we may feature it on a future cover of Tell .





Charles J . LaBlonde

'Tis the Season for Thanksgiving & Celebration

Did you notice? This Tell marks the end of an era . In January
1985, as I assumed the presidency of AHPS, a guy named Steve
Turchik stepped forward and said, "I will edit Tell . . .I'm not sure
what you want, but I can do it ." That positive, can-do attitude
has brought you the last 18 Tells, over 800 pages of Swiss
philatelic news. Much hard work has gone into those pages, work
done by a man who is busy with many other things in his home
and his community . We owe Steve a rousing "thanks" as he passes
Tell editorship to another.

And therein is our cause for celebration . Beginning with this
issue, Steve Weston will be the editor of Tell . He will introduce
himself to you in the following pages and the following issues.
As before, Tell will be your journal, as good as you want it to
be. Write to it or write for it. Tell Steve what you want to see
-- he'll give it a try.

These words are being written on an American Airlines 767 at
35000 feet between Boston and Los Angeles . I'm thankful that my
job allows me to travel . Early in 1985, I visited Santa Paula,
California, and met a guy named Turchik. This afternoon, I'm
going to meet a guy named Weston in Del Mar, California . What's
the point? Very simple, philately is not only stamps, it 's people.
And if you're not interacting with your fellow collectors, by post,
phone or in person, you're missing most of your hobby.

I hope all of you will stay with us in 1988 by paying your dues on
time. Very best wishes for the holiday season.
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CO—EDITOR'S COMMENT

	

Steve P . Turchik

Welcome Steven Weston!

Welcome to our new Tell Editor, Steven S. Weston of Del Mar,
California . Judging from my several telephone conversations, I
find him to be pleasant and knowledgeable with computers and
Swiss philately. And better yet, Steve is eager to serve us with
his youthful talents and energy. Welcome!

In the process of transfer of editorship to Del Mar, I have
handled everything that has been in the file . There are a few
usable items, but not much. If you have been studying a
particular area of Swiss philately, show and tell in Tell . Also,
when you write, it gives your editor an idea of what at least one
of our members thinks about our magazine and society . Our
officers are the greatest, but they need all the help they can get.

I will continue sending the library I have acquired for Tell in the
coming months. I believe that we have at least a copy of
everything that has been written since the beginning of our
society .

	

I will also send personal items that I will donate to
AHPS .

	

Even if you can't write, but see an interesting item
relating to Swiss philately, please send it to our new editor.

Now that I am starting to get a little free time (and my legs
won't allow much vigorous activity) I have hopes of getting back
to some serious collecting . I also want to find ways of encourag-
ing young people to start stamp collections . I you are currently
working with youngsters or junior stamp clubs, please write me . I
may be able to help in some way.

By the time you get this issue of Tell, our convention will be past
history. Please remember our 50th Anniversary Convention will be
at SEPAD, chaired by Harlan Stone . There will be more written
on that next year.

On the matter of paying dues, please take a moment right now to
send a check in the envelope provided for that purpose . It really
helps Dick Hall, Leroy Wanamaker and our society a lot when we
pay on time . If 50 or 75 people don't pay for a month or two, it
really messes up the system . Remember, these are all volunteer
jobs.
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And finally, as I leave this office of Editor, if for any reason I
have offended anyone for any reason at all, I hope you will
forgive me, as it was not intentional.

Starting with a new editor is always exciting . It's a new
beginning . Let's get excited about AHPS in '88 . I hope to see

you at our convention. Thanks again for having me . Adiós.

PTT Is BIG Business

	

Harlan Stone

If you think Swiss stamps are big business, then you're more right
than you might suspect . A comparison of Switzerland's top 50
companies, as reported by Swiss American Review from figures in
the June issue of Swiss Business, shows the PTT in fifth place at
the end of 1986, up from 11th place in 1985.

This impressive ranking is based on postage, telephone and
telegraph revenues of SFr 8 .8 billion, an increase of 7 percent;
and net profit of SFr 554 million, a huge increase of 54 percent.
These figures are remarkable in view of a general decline in 1986

revenues of other firms due to the rise of the Swiss Franc vis-a-
vis the dollar. Only three other organizations, all much smaller
than the PTT, recorded larger profit increases.

The rankings also reported 57,840 employees in the PTT, making it
the fifth largest employer in Switzerland last year.

By far the largest business, dwarfing all others, was Nestle, a food
products company . Others ahead of the PTT in 1986 revenues
werd Ciba-Geigy, pharmaceuticals ; BBC Brown Bovari, engineering;
and Migros, retail and food store chain . Only Nestle and Ciba-
Geigy outranked the PTT in profits.
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EDITOR'S COMMENT

	

Steven S . Weston

With so many surprises coming from the PTT, AHPS thought it
would be a good idea to provide one more . The new name on the
masthead is my own. Early in September, I surprised myself and
Steve Turchik by volunteering to be editor . Although Chuck
LaBlonde tried to talk me out of it, I persisted . I hope that I
can make you, our readers, as happy as I 've already made
Turchik, LaBlonde, et al.

Tell is more than just a newsletter . Through its publication, the
AHPS provides a forum for members to share knowledge and
pleasure in our common interests . The contents of Tell are
provided by you, our readers and members. I would like to invite
all of you to contribute.

Your contributions needn't be highly technical, or long, or even
advanced . After all, we are all experts to a degree by virtue of
our collecting interests . I only rekindled my interest in stamps
two years ago. I decided to specialize because I like Swiss
stamps, their varieties and because I get to Switzerland on
occasion . I'm certainly no expert like Abt or Rellstab, but here I
am, your editor.

Tell is your journal . I warmly welcome anything you would like
to say in its pages . I'll accept your written words any way you
wish to provide them. But, I would prefer that your submissions
be typewritten, double-spaced, using only one side of the paper.
For those of you with computers, I can easily accept IBM DOS 5+"
diskettes. Your text can be stored on the disk in ASCII,
WordPerfect (preferred), or WordStar formats (please note format
and version used on the label).

This issue of Tell was created using my computer and laser
printer . You'll notice that the type style and layout has changed.
I'll miss the Helvetica type often found in prior issues, but I think
our new type font and size will be easier to read.

By now you probably realize that I have some affinity for
computers . I have my own company which creates and publishes
computer software for banks. It was natural that I would use my
computer to create my own Swiss album pages and a philatelic
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terms dictionary . I'd like to hear about your use of computers in
stamp collecting.

At least one of my speculations regarding the recent Tourism
issue has come to pass . I knew that it would be possible to
determine by the gum whether an individual mint stamp came
from the miniature sheet or the regular sheet printing (shiny or
mat gum, respectively). But this would be of little help with used
copies.

After testing the issue with a UV lamp, I found that there is
another difference between the two . The miniature sheet was
printed using the old phosphor paper, while the regular sheet
stamp was printed using the new mat fluor paper. So we will be
able to sort used Tourism stamps as well.

On the 31st of August, the PTT announced another surprise . On 7
September, the PTT issued a definitive stamp surcharged in aid of
the people affected by last summer's heavy rainstorms and floods
in Switzerland . The 50c Mail Transport stamp will be surcharged
50c and will be sold for 1 franc. The entire 1 franc will be
contributed to the special funds.

This issue will be on sale while supplies last until 31 October at
post offices and 31 December at PTT philatelic offices . Customers
with standing orders will receive this issue with the Pro Juventute
stamps to be issued on 24 November.

The postman stamp will be overprinted in red with a helping
hands design, "+50", and "7 .9 .87". No special first day postmark
will be provided. However, FDCs will be canceled with the
standard date stamp.

Due to the short notice and sale period, and a 100% surcharge,
this issue may be hard to find used . Another factor to consider
is the Federal Government's decision to contribute the entire
revenue from this issue to the special funds set up to help the
victims. Swiss charity is well known and I think this issue will
sell quickly.

By the way, this is the first surcharge overprint of a regular
issue. I wonder how many sheets will receive an inverted
overprint?

Question: Is the 1983 Europa the first (trial) fluor overprint?
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New Issues From Switzerland

	

Felix Ganz

If Tell were published as a weekly paper (oh you poor editor!!)
this communication would have been titled STOP PRESS and
inserted as speedily as possible on the front page of the next
issue. After all, how often does a country following a conserva-
tive stamp policy surprise us with a totally unannounced issue--
and a semi-postal at that!

I knew, in August, that there had been horrible floods all along
the St . Gotthard pass's northern approach in Canton Uri, as well
as in several valleys of the Grisons, and elsewhere . Quiet Lake
Constance and the Rhine River had been carrying equally
damaging, rarely seen, masses of water causing floods in many
places after western Switzerland had been hit with record rainfall.

But, I was not prepared to receive, on September 11th, an
envelope from a caring relative in a dry part of Switzerland,
franked with a block of four that features, in red, an overprint of
a hand holding a rag, or a
sponge, a surcharge of 50
centimes to help flood damage
victims, and a date of
September 7 at the top -- all
on a 50c regular issue stamp.
The September 7 imprint is a
bit puzzling because the
damage was done much earlier.
However, that date was the
first day of issue . I am
pleased to have a true first
day of issue use, on cover,
instead of the probable and
eventual "made-to-order
covers" untouched by the
mails!

It is expected that the PTT will eventually inform its subscribers
of this issue and accept orders . [They have, see elsewhere in this
issue. Ed.] The last surprise stamp was issued the day after
Switzerland's electorate voted its approval of creating the Canton
of Jura; but that was a regular commemorative.

By the way, BUY the surcharged stamp ; you will really help people
in great need who have lost everything . Since the catastrophe,
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the St. Gotthard railway and autoroute have been closed to traffic
for weeks now. Viaducts buckled, train stations were under feet
of water, thousands of feet of track and roadway were washed
away in many places, and hundreds of farm animals drowned in an
area not known to have wealthy farmers.

One of the hairiest episodes related by the papers concerned a
young German couple returning by car from Italy . After passing
through the St . Gotthard road tunnel, the rains worsened late at
night. They stopped at a high point on the road to rest and fell
asleep. They awoke the next morning to find no road in front
and no road behind them. Heroically, they were lifted out, car
and all, by a helicopter!

The other Swiss issues this fall are less than great in this
observer's opinion. The Publicity II set continues, in ever less
inspired fashion, the series of trade unions, cooperatives, societies,
and other jubilees of various founding dates . Since the butchers
got theirs, the cheese and milk producers had to have one too.
After all, over the past five years about twelve similar organiza-
tions successfully petitioned for their special stamp and got it.

The third stamp of the issue is
supposed to commemorate the
fiftieth anniversary of Switzer-
land's introduction of the annual
"Day of the Postage Stamp" back
in 1937 . What you see on the
stamp portions reproduced are
four noses and a dark yellow
blob on the fifth stamp segment.
This is a celebration stamp? Come now, dear PTT ; if your artists
are running out of ideas, then please ask other artists or
encourage a popular competition for better designs.

The so called tourism jubilee set and souvenir sheet is sort of a
bummer too. First, with Switzerland's vast reservoir of natural
and historic beauty, why not depict eight different scenes on set
and sheet instead of issuing the same four scenes on two different
papers? Second, while the designs themselves are quite nice, I, as
a tourist from a foreign country, would neither go and visit a
mountain crag castle ruin in the Grisons in winter, nor any of the
other three depicted scenes.
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What is outright galling here, is the fact that the PTT issued
souvenir booklets for this issue in four languages (G/F/I/E) ; and
here, some unmentioned artist has produced cute, witty and
charming vignettes of tourism in Switzerland in times past . The
booklet shows a woman with Alpenstock and long dress being
guided up an Alp over a glacier ; a group of travelers in a lake or
river boat with oarsmen; two ladies in side saddle on mule and
horse; a summit scene in which one climber looks through an old-
fashioned viewing tube ; early skiers with one pole; and a scene
with Alpine guide and porters around a climbing gentleman . A set
with these scenes would have danced winning rounds around the
final product as sold to collectors and public.

Dear PTT -- let us have some humor in new issues ; not tight
mouthed employees of past and present, in bad perspectives, on
low value regulars; not commemoratives that look like run of the
mill subjects year after year . And, let us have some nice looking
postal stationery, too . Take a hint from what the USPS has done;
their postal cards since 1980 have been super and not dull.

I am not alone in my views on all of this . I already dread what
the 1991 stamps celebrating 700 years of the Swiss Confederation,
may look like.

In conclusion, here is a special US postmark from Utah where
there live quite a few descendants of immigrants from the old
country -- many Mormon and many still living in swiss-named
towns . Keep looking for announcements of such special marks in
Linn's, Stamp Collector, etc .



Fournier's Fake Franc

	

Anton M. Kofranek

The 1863 1-franc, bronze, of Switzerland (Scott #50a or Zumstein
#36a) is a valuable stamp, mint or used, which may be what
tempted Francois Fournier to forge it . His forgery (right) is
shown below, next to an authentic stamp (left).

The forgery is well done in many ways, and might lead even an
expert familiar with this issue to look at it with a curious eye,

but not declare it a forgery at first glance . The paper is white,

and the bronze color is close enough to the original to be
believable . The watermark is embossed, and looks to be about the
same size as that of the original, without making a measurement.

The genuine 1-franc, bronze, is shown on the left ; the
forgery, on the right.

Odd things that made me skeptical when I first saw this forgery,
without having any genuine stamp for comparison, were the

vertical ornaments below the "1 Fr" and to the left and right of
the seated Helvetia . Those ornaments just looked too crude for a
fine Swiss stamp . Examine that area of both the genuine and the
forgery, and you will see that the vertical ornamentation on the
authentic stamp is done with a repetitive design in mind ; the
design on the forgery does not repeat, and is poorly done.

This comparison can be made with any of the inexpensive stamps
in this issue, such as the 5- or 10-centime stamps . They all look

similar in design to the genuine 1-franc stamp on the left in the

illustration above . The rosette in the center of the ornamentation
of the genuine stamp is always symmetrical in four directions.
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With further examination, other differences, not as striking as the

vertical ornamentation mentioned above, are evident . But to see
these differences, you must have a genuine 1-franc of the issue

for comparison . Some of these differences are listed:

1. The "1" of the 1-franc is about 3 mm high on both the
genuine and the forgery, but on the genuine stamp, the upper
serif is curved and is about 14 mm long . The serif of the forgery

is only 1 mm long and has no curve.

2. The gown to the right of the shield is missing on the

forgery. Note that a large portion of the gown shows on the

genuine stamp.

3. The left arm and hand are smaller on the forgery than on
the genuine stamp.

4. The left foot of the forgery is very small compared with

the genuine . The cancellation on the genuine stamp shown here
obliterates the area of the foot, but the foot size can be easily
verified by examining any other stamp of the same issue.

5. The watermark of the forgery is 8 mm wide (vs . 8,85 mm

for the genuine); the width of the cross is 6 mm (vs . 5.5 mm on
the genuine).

6. The forged postal marking on the forged stamp is a blue
bridge cancellation of Geneva with a cross in a circle at the
bottom. It appears to have been applied with a rubber stamp,
which would signify a forged cancellation . A cancellation of this
type could have been used in the period when this issue was valid.

The most striking faults of this forgery are the poorly made
vertical ornamentation, the missing gown, and the small arm and
foot. Comparisons with genuine values of this issue (still
reasonably priced) reveal these deviations in the forgery.

Fournier's 1914 price list of philatelic forgeries offered four
values of the seated Helvetia issue -- 3, 30, and 60 centimes, and
1 franc (bronze only) . The offering price for all four values was
one Swiss franc. Some were marked by Fournier with a small
overprint of "faux," to signify that the stamps were false.

Francois Fournier also produced false postal markings to be
affixed to forgeries as well as to genuine stamps printed by the
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government. The 1862-81 issue of the perforated sitting Helvetia
(Scott #41-68 or Zumstein #28-52) became obsolete os postage on
October 1, 1883 . After that date, some of this issue on granite
paper were sold cheaply or overprinted "Ausser Kurs" (obsolete).

Not many of the higher values of the issue on granite paper were
postally used between 1881-83 . Therefore, when this demonetized
issue was sold to the public below face value, some forgers made
up false postal markings and canceled those stamps to sell to
collectors. Canceled stamps with catalog numbers between
Zumstein #47-52 or Scott #63-68 are frequently found to have
been obliterated with forged cancels.

Fournier's cancels are illustrated in the Fournier Album of
Philatelic Forgeries, edited by Lowell Ragatz.1 This publication
also illustrates some genuine stamps of this granite paper issue
with his forged cancels . Some of these bogus canceled stamps
bear the word "faux," but some do not . It is the latter group
that can be deceiving to collectors.

Because canceled stamps of the granite paper issue command a
higher price than do mint copies, any high-value stamp in used
condition should be expertised before it is purchased . There are
undoubtedly other forgers who also canceled these granite paper
stamps for profit.

Obtaining these high-value,
canceled stamps from an old
collection is no assurance of
finding genuine postally used
stamps. I happen to own a
neatly canceled Zumstein #49
or Scott #65, the 25-centime
green on granite paper, with
Rheinfelden bridge cancel
dated "16 V 80" . What a find!
Unfortunately, that date is
somewhat before the first-day
cancellation of "18 X 81".

Lowell Ragatz, ed ., The Fournier Album of Philatelic
Forgeries (Worthington, Ohio: Janet von den Berg Publishing Co.,
1970), pp . 135, 136, 138, 139.
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The bridge cancellation shown
here is 22½ mm in diameter
and is similar to that on the
forgery. It is one of
Fournier's many obliterations . 2

There are eight other similar
bridge cancels with exactly
the same date, but with the
name of a different city:
Basel, Bern, Bienne, Chur,
Lugano, Luzern, Morges, or
Zurich.

This article originally appeared in The American Philatelist, July 1985, pp 613-614.
Reprinted with permission.

Editor's Note : The watermarks mentioned in this article are, in fact, not watermarks
at all . They are control marks which were impressed into the paper after the
paper had been formed . Watermarks are created during the paper forming
process . I suspect that the editors of AP changed to original text for simplicity.
But everyone knows that Swiss collectors are not simplistic, hence this note . SW

Associate Editor's Note : In my opinion, any "faux" markings on the back of
Fournier's "art works" are there because of the Geneva Philatelic Society, which,

in the 1920's, marked all remainders that way whether mounted in albums or
loose . Fournier would have defeated his purpose had he put on the markings.

Regarding fake cancels on 1881-82(3) granite papers : many obliging post office
clerks affixed postdated (authentic) cds on those stamps in the 1880/90's after
they had been sold by Bern at great discount . FG

2 Ibid.
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New Postage Stamp Catalogs

	

Felix Ganz

Zumstein's 19(87)-88 Switzerland/Liechtenstein Catalog ; Zumstein &
Cie., POB 2585, CH-3001 Bern, Switzerland ; 424 pages . Available
in paper bound (SFr 11 .) or spiral bound (SFr 13 .); postage extra
(ca. SFr 8 ., seamail).

Promptly on September 1st, the 1988 catalog made its debut.
Exactly equal in size and price to the 1987 issue, this handy and
basic catalog for stamps of Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Campione
and UN Geneva gives a collector current prices for mint and used
stamps, used blocks of four, and stamps on cover and/or first day
cover through December 1987 . All stamps are illustrated in color,
the text is in German and French, and you really cannot miss
understanding its contents . It is still hoped that the editors may
relent and add a one-page, English introduction in the future.

There are relatively few, as well as moderate, price changes from
last year . This must be credited to the near disappearance of
the speculative elements and quick buck artists from the stamp
market . The resulting stabilization of prices in general is a
welcome sign.

This reviewer cannot get excited when a Basel Dove on cover
moves up from SFr 27,000 to 27,500 because, at best, this is an
inflation adjustment . And if other rarities stay put, a collector in
Switzerland has actually lost money! But for a collector thinking
in dollars, a collection suddenly will be worth about 25-35% more
than last year because of the weakness of the US dollar . And
when buying stamps abroad you will shell out about that much
more as well.

Upward trends may be noted among the first official stamps (with
perfin cross), which are nearly uncollected in this country ; among
some tête-bêches (especially in used form) ; Frama labels of the
first issues ; franco labels (where nos . 2 and 5 have appreciated
substantially both in the Swiss and Liechtenstein sections) ; a few
railway stamps ; and for quite a few Liechtenstein stamps, used or
on cover. Thus Liechtenstein's elusive 5 Fr violet of the early
1930s (Z121) gained SFr 100 used, but stayed the same on cover
and in mint form, while the 10 Fr Madonna (Z150) moved up SFr
200 on cover but remains the same in the other columns . Priced
downward, by as much as 30%, were Liechtenstein's early official
maximum cards -- the only price decreases noted that represent a
trend . On the other side, some relatively modern FDCs have
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moved up moderately . The second printing of Liechtenstein's
Europa 1960 (Z348 II) is now listed used at a hefty SFr 2,500.
Beware of unexpertised copies of this stamp.

To the serious collector of the stamps of Switzerland and Liech-
tenstein this volume is indispensible, at least until the next
"Specialized" comes along ; and of that publication date, no one has
as yet mentioned even a ballpark figure!

Zumstein's 19(87)-88 Europa Catalogs ; Zumstein & Cie., POB 2585,
CH-3001 Bern, Switzerland.
Northern Europe (Scandinavia, Benelux, Britain/Ireland, Malta,

Gibraltar) ; 410 + XXXV pages; SFr 22 .50.
Middle Europe (All of Germany, France, Monaco, French Andorra,

Austria, Switzerland, Liechtenstein, UN Vienna, UN Geneva);
516 + XXXIII pages ; SFr 22.50.

Southern Europe (Italy, San Marino, Vatican, Jugoslavia, Spain,
Portugal, Andorras, Greece, Turkey, Cyprus); 483 + XXXV
pages; SFr 22 .50.

Eastern Europe Catalog Supplement ; 32 pages; SFr 7 .50.

All available paper bound with a washable, plastic cover which
should also prevent loosing pages . The East Supplement is paper
bound and stapled. Postage is extra for all.

The prices of the three western volumes are lower this year.
According to the publishers, this is due to time and money saving
procedures in the printing process.

Tens of thousands of stamps are illustrated, all in black and
white . For many countries, these catalogs list stamps not found
in Scott . Prices are net and while a cursory comparison with last
year's catalogs did not reveal any substantial price changes for
specific countries or country groups, the modest increases strewn
about distinctly outpace the decreases . Interesting, however, are
comparisons of Zumstein and Scott prices . Scott (which admitted-
ly is not net-priced) seems more uneven and frequently far behind
market trends.

Thus, if you collect some European country, you ought to acquire
a Zumstein catalog of that area once in a while so that you will
have a chance to compare prices here and abroad . It will be
money well spent.
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The Emergency Cancel

	

Fritz Berger

Translated by Charles .1 . LaBlonde . This very fine introduction to a seldom seen

cancel type first appeared in the bulletin of the Swiss Cancel Collectors Society of

August 1987. Mr. Berger kindly agreed to its translation and publication in Tell.

The emergency cancels are not really rare -- but try to find some! There were some

in the last AHPS sales circuit that I saw . See what you are missing if you don't

receive sales circuits? CLB

Introduction . Emergency cancels have a special place among Swiss

cancels . They appear unnoticed, disappear, are not publicized, and
are often found only by accident . There is, therefore, no
complete collection of emergency cancels.

This type of cancel is almost never seen at stamp shows, is
seldom offered in auctions, and is tough to find in dealers' stock.
It is up to the collectors and researchers to shed some light on
this specialized area.

There is a small amount of literature dealing with this area of
cancels . Pen published a catalog in 1978 with a wealth of
information in the introduction . Also, your author published a
booklet in 1974 entitled, "The Emergency Cancels of Switzerland ."
The Pen catalog has been supplemented ten times since its
publication. But, in general, one sees very little in print about
emergency cancels.

What They Look Like . Emergency cancels are rectangular with
slightly rounded corners . At the top, the name of the town

appears in removable block letters . Appearing below is the date,

which is changeable: the day in two digits, the month always in
Roman numbers, the year in two digits, and without time-of-day.

They are usually 50 - 51 mm long and 20 - 21 mm high . There
are also other sizes, for example 44 x 24 mm (Neuchâtel District)
or 47 x 25 mm (Basel District). According to the size of the
rectangle, the length of the date line, etc ., one gets the catalog

types A to W. Caution: Do not confuse emergency cancels with
Swiss railroad cancels!!
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Dear Members,

Welcome to the Holiday Season . I hope you all had a most enjoyable Summer.

Auction #75, as usual, has some very nice material . Values are from Zumstein and Amateur

Co l lector Catalogs or estimated retail unless otherwise stated.

For Auction #75 1 sfr = $ .65 and the British pound = $1 .62 . The closing date for

Auction #75 is December 31, 1987.

AHPS MAIL AUCTION
William R . Lucas
P . O . Box 228

Aurora, IL 60507

LOT #	 DESCRIPTION

	

VALUE

1 122(Z 97a)used,

	

just fine centering .

	

Light CDS	 $ 29 .25

2 219/25(Z 194/200)Unused,

	

hinged,

	

F/VF	 $ 66 .30

3 227/36(Z 201y/4y,206y/209y,203Ay,205Ay)unused .

	

F, V/F	 $ 23 .50
4 256/67(Z 228/39)Unused light hinged .

	

F/VF	 $

	

35 .75
5 260/63

	

(Z 228/31)Unused hinged .F/VF	 $

	

6 .25
6 260/3(Z228/31)Used complete set on PTT folder .

	

Nice	 $

	

4 .00 EST.
7 264/7(Z 236z/8z,239)Unused hinged, V/F	 $

	

7,80
8 284a/6a(Z 216WA/18WA)Unused hinged,

	

V/F	 $113 .00
9 316/21(Z285/90)Unused,

	

hinged,

	

V/F	 $

	

35 .00
10 328/39(Z297/08)Unused hinged,

	

F/VF	 $ 26 .00

SEMI'S

	

-

	

SEMI'S

11 B6(Z W16)Unused,

	

Hinged,

	

F	 $101 .50
12 B10/11(Z W1

	

10/11)Unused,

	

hinged

	

F/VF	 $ 33 .00
13 B100/4(Z W11

	

3/6)Used CDS,

	

VF	 $ 13 .20 SCOTT
14 B201/5(Z W11

	

51/55)Used CDS except

	

51 .

	

VF	 $ 31 .15 SCOTT
15 B207/11(Z W1

	

138/42)Used,

	

CDS,

	

VF	 $ 19 .30 SCOTT
16 B282/6(Z W11

	

91/5)Mint NH,

	

V/F	 $

	

7 .80
17 B298/302(Z W1

	

183/7)Mint NH .VF	 $

	

7 .25
18 Lot of 6 complete used sets .

	

6360/4,6370/3(2 sets),

	

B402/5,B422/5,

B451/4,

	

VF, corner CDS	 $

	

18 .00
19 B370/3(Z W1

	

220/3)

	

5 sets mint NH,

	

VF, with printed tabs	 $

	

10 .50
20 B378/81(Z W1

	

224/7)2 sets Mint NH,

	

VF, with printed tabs	 $

	

4 .25

21 B394/7(Z W1242/5)3 sets mint NH,

	

VF, with printed tabs	 $

	

6 .75

22 B434/8(Z W1

	

252/6)2 sets mint NH,

	

VF, with printed tabs	 $

	

8 .00

23 B443/6(Z Wl

	

257/60)2 sets mint NH, VF with printed tabs	 $

	

7 .75

SOUVENIR SHEETS

	

-

	

SOUVENIR SHEETS

24 B105(Z W11

	

12)

	

SS Unused LH .

	

Pretty	 $260 .00
25 B119(Z W11

	

19)

	

SS Unused LH .

	

Neat

	

& Fresh	 $

	

52 .00
26 B143(Z W111

	

21)

	

SS Unused

	

LH	 $223.50
27 B178(Z W111

	

31)

	

SS Mint NH	 $ 97 .50
28 226(Z W111

	

1)

	

SS Unused Hinged	 $773.50
29 242(Z Will

	

11)

	

SS Mint NH corner clipped 	 $ 84.50

AIR MAIL AND POSTAGE DUE

30 C6(Z F6)Used, VF,

	

CDS	 $ 52 .00

31 C14(Z F 15z)Used

	

small

	

parts of 2 CDS,

	

VF .

	

Grilled gum	 $ 91 .00

32 C16/18(Z F16/l8)Used, VF,

	

corner CDS	 $ 48 .75
33 J13(Z P

	

13K)Used,

	

light CDS BERN

	

6 .1V .83 very small

	

parts of

	

2 other
CDS .

	

Perfs just meet frame at right .

	

Granite paper	 $374 .00
34 J34(Z P27B)Unused light hinge,

	

perfs just meet frame at top	 $ 45 .50



LOT i	 DESCRIPTION	 VALUE

COVERS - COVERS

35	 SLC ZURICH to LONDON, Dec . 8, 1853, black thimble CDS fine strike,

French transit mark at BASEL, ZURICH PD mark, LONDON paid mark

all weak or unreadable	 $ 3/6 .00 EST.
36	 SLC ZURICH to LONDON, Aug . 17,1850 . Winkler #1274 fine, #2416 on back

poor, French transit mark only good, LONDON arrival on back poor 	 $ 3/6 .00 EST.
37	 Cover with B/4 488 & B372, singles 486,490 (Z B/4 456 & W1 222, singles

452,455) to Calif . Light CDS	 $ 7 .75

38	 B179/82(Z WI 125/28)First Day Cover . Local first day cancel on airmail

cover from MOLLIS to New York . Cover has light creases 	 $ 97 .50
39	 B232/6(Z W11 66/70)On air mail cover from ZURICH to London 	 $ 32.00
40	 B329/33(Z W1 200/2,203L & 204L)First Day Cover, Offical cacheted FDC of

the mixed paper type . VF condition	 $ 9 .75
41	 B329/33(Z W1 200L/4L)First Day Cover to MONTREAL . All stamps on

fluorescent paper	 $ 45.50
42	 CB 1(Z F47)Cachet FDC 17/2/72	 $ 4.50
43	 Flight Cover SF 57 .3a Zurich to Tokyo . Cachet cover . Arrival postmark of

Tokyo on front	 $ 15.60
44	 1981 Flight Covers (SF 81 .6e) in booklet .

	

5 covers for special flights

to mark the 50th anniversary of Swiss Air Transport Co	 $ 23.00
45	 (Z K52,S70) On plain FDC	 $ 4 .90
46	 Nations Unies Postal Stationary . 2 post cards and an Air Letter.

V/F condition	 $ 5.00 EST.
47	 273(Z 246)Used, VF, corner CDS, All missing detail 	 $ 6.50
48	 273(Z 246)Used, VF, CDS, All missing detail 	 $ 6.50
49	 308(Z 277)Used, F/VF, corner CDS, pf 3, white stripe over locomotive 	 $ 9.75
50	 318(Z 287)Used, VF, CDS, pa 1 sky left, cross & mountain at right white$ 32 .50

MISCELLANEOUS - MISCELLANEOUS

51	 (Z K 12)Used VF centering . CDS & wavy line cancel	 $ 52.00
52	 (Z K 15)used F/VF centering . Single CDS cancel . Perfs between stamps

reforced . Catalogs 100 sfr	 $ 25/30 .00 EST.
53	 230B(Z257y with Control Numbers . 4 diff . 2 legible	 $ 21 .00
54	 232(Z 215y with control numbers 6 diff . 4 legible	 $ 31 .25
55	 Same as above 5 diff . 3 legible	 $ 26.00
56	 2057/60(Z D111 57/60) Used, nice CDS, VF	 $ 18.50 SCOTT
57	 3080/2(Z DIV 81/3)Used, VF, 3 & 10 frs wavy line cancel, 5 fr light CDS.

10 fr double print	 $ 46.80
58	 (Z D V forerunners BIE 11 Brown, mint NH, VF . BIE 111 Green, mint NH,

VF. BIE 1V Blue, mint NH, VF slight crease	 $ 14.50
59	 63(Z 47) AUSSER KURS overprint . No gum Several short perfs	 $ 65.00
60	 (Z D11 42) Unused, F centering Specimen overprint in red 	 $ 49.00
61	 LIECHTENSTEIN 315/6,324/5,335,372/4&368 Mint NH, F/VF centering . 315/6

attached pair	 $ 10.25





History . In the early days, before emergency cancels, a broken
cancel was often replaced by some form of straight line cancel
and the date was added by hand. One of the postal district
headquarters had the idea to build a cancel which could be used
anywhere simply by inserting the town name in some sort of
frame . The idea was seen as favorable and was published in PTT
Circular 62 dated 14 October 1889 . At the same time, one sample
emergency cancel was given to each postal district.

The oldest known emergency cancel is dated 23 .X.89 from
Grosswangen (District VII) . There followed Truns from 3 .XI.89
and Cornaux from 8 .XI.89. Of course the possibility remains that
earlier dates will be discovered since the real "first day" is
unknown.

Today, after 98 years (!!), the cancel exists unchanged in form and
use. For many reasons, emergency cancels are used much less
now that in the earlier days (extra cancels at most post offices,
numerous special cancels for all occasions, better organization in
general, etc .) . Nevertheless, there was use in 1987, as shown,
from 6711 Prugiasco.
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How Many Are Known? We have seen at least 5500 different
emergency cancels used between 1889 and today. They are most
common in District II (Vaud, Fribourg, Valais) and District X
(Grisons) . They are almost all from smaller post offices . New
examples are found and cataloged daily.

It is especially difficult to determine the period of use for those
used before 1940 . Only recently, have various postal districts
started to keep records . Earlier periods of use must be recon-
structed from cancel discoveries!! Now you see why we can never
say that everything is known about these cancels.

Why the Name? The name comes from the fact that they indeed
are used in case of emergency . One can also view them as
wandering cancels, since they wander from the postal district
headquarters to where they are needed and back again to await
another journey.

The number of emergency cancels on hand depends on the size of
the postal district . Lausanne and Chur each have ten while
Neuchâtel has only four.

When Are They Used? Many small post offices have only one
circular date canceller. When it is not available for some reason,
an emergency cancel is pressed into use . Some examples:

- The circular cancel is broken and must be repaired.

- The circular cancel must be changed (new postcode, for
example) . This happened a lot in 1972 . Sometimes Lausanne
had all ten emergency cancels in use at one time because all
of the regular cancels were getting the time added.

- The circular cancel must be copied and is out of service.

- An extraordinary volume of mail (Christmas, for example).

- The circular cancel was stolen (See our bulletin of April 1974
with the emergency cancel of 9411 Mohren on the cover).

- A temporary post office is necessary (for example, the summer
military post office Oberalppass between 1940 and 1944).

- When the safe where the regular cancel is stored cannot be
opened for some reason . (to be continued)
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Sitting Helvetia Precancels?

	

Felix Winterstein

The following article appeared in Postgeschichte, No . 9, March 1982. Our translation

is courtesy of Charles J . LaBlonde.

On the cover of Postgeschichte, No . 4, December 1980, is a
picture of a 12 Rp COD franking from St . Gallen (Z 28 and 38).
In the issue, Hans Schwarzenbach wrote, "When one sees a piece
like this [Figure 1], the idea of a possible precancel come to
mind . In 1970 Moser noted that such stamps and cancels are
authentic but he did not see them as evidence that precancels

existed since he had no further St . Gallen examples . But he did

not rule out precancels . We know that Sitting Helvetia was pre-
canceled with straight line postmarks . Who has more informa-
tion?" What follows is an attempt to shed light on this mystery.

Figure 1

To begin, we cannot argue against the 1970 words of Moser,
wherein he verified cancel and stamps without guaranteeing that
they were precancels. Further, in the two decades of interest
(1862-1882) we find no evidence of "classic" origins of precancels
such as were found earlier in the Rayon and Strubel time (i .e.,
Aarberg, Bühler, Sumiswald, etc .) . We are left, therefore, with a
search for specific examples and with some uncertainty.

However, we believe that the examples described here provide
further evidence for the use of Sitting Helvetia precancels.
Among the examples on hand are two package labels (FAHRPOST)
which lend themselves to analysis better than large numbers of
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simple letters with repetitious franking . The unusual franking of
our labels, when compared with other markings, allows a con-
fidence in their authenticity . Further, a review of the existing
rules and regulations for franking parcels provides grounds for
suspecting precancels.

Let's look back a little . At the start of the 1860's, postal rules
forbade the franking of packages with stamps because of feared
"abuses ." After trials in 1877, the franking of packages was
allowed from 1 Feb 1878 . The most important of these instruc-
tions are found in Swiss Postamtsblatt (PA) No . 30, 20 Dec 1877.
Article 1, for example, regulated postage due for under-franked
packages . Later, one reads of the introduction, "not before 15 Feb
1878," of a new 40 Rp stamp for packages of up to 5 Kg . Article
10, Letter f, finally discussed the cancelling of such stamps:
"Stamps on packages require a clean, clear, dark black cancel
showing the date . When the package is such that the stamp
cannot receive a full cancel, the date of mailing must be written
clearly in black ink on the stamp in the form 19/1 [19 January] ."

Figure 2

Such written dates on Sitting Helvetia are rare because of the
short time available . Much more often, one finds such dates on
Standing Helvetia or Cross & Numeral issues.

The postmarking rules appeared as reminders of nearly a dozen
times in the Postal Instructions (V): for example, V56/1878,
V262/1881, and V125/1882 . This is especially interesting when one
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recalls V274/1876 which said : "In the future, every unclear
postmark will result in at least a 2 Franc penalty . The Postal
District Headquarters will strictly enforce this . Repeat offenses
will be noted to the Central Headquarters ." And further : "If this
rule is not followed, stronger measures will be instituted ."

In light of these rules and threats, it is understandable that some
postal clerks looked for a way to assure clear cancels, namely by
precanceling the stamps. Now to our two examples. We wish to
establish whether the stamps, which are not tied, fit the
conditions of posting.

Figure 2 shows a parcel label cutout, franked with Z 36c & Z 41.
The weight is missing, but the (blue) «1 .30» together with the
«St. Gallen, den 12 . Juni 1878» give evidence that the stamps
canceled «St. Gallen/13.VI.78/Fahrpost» belong on the label. If
the 40 Rp COD fee is subtracted from the 1 .30, the 90 Rp postage
is correct according to Rüthi (Rheinthal) distance table for Rayon
II from St . Gallen, for 10 to 15 Kg which would seem plausible for
24 textbooks .

Figure 3

In Figure 3, we see the front and back of a package label made
of parchment-like paper . Even though the posting date is
unknown, the other information and the 60 Rp postage (Z 32/Z 42)
allow us to establish authenticity .

	

The 4+ Kg package, with
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declared value, was sent from Mesocco to Chur. For packages up
to 5 Kg in all of Switzerland, the postage was 40 Rp outside of
the local area (PA 28/1876, Law of Postal Rates, Article 19).
Article 24 of the same law established a 20 Rp additional rate for
shipments over Alpine passes ; this was promulgated in PA 4/1878
to be effective 1 May 1878 for packages with a declared value up
to 100 Francs. One can see from the position of the stamps and
cancels that they must have been precanceled . The correctness
of this unusual postage rate also points to authenticity.

In summary: Supported by these two examples and others known to
me (two letters and another package label), we can feel fairly sure
that Sitting Helvetia were precanceled . We should note that the
examples are unique and arise from varied locations ; no postmaster
precanceled large quantities of the stamps in my opinion.

PS: "Precancels" exist today . We often have the postal clerk
frank and cancel the label for a sales circuit before putting the
label on the package; the recipient will rejoice in the clear,
readable postmark.

Editor's Note : Sometimes the answer to one
puzzle comes from reading about the answer
to another. I had always wondered about
this Standing Helvetia 20c orange (Z 86A).
It has a double ring handstamp with
«15/VIII/» handwritten in black ink in the
center of the rings. According to this
author, it had been used to frank a parcel
and this postmaster diligently and clearly
marked the date.
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La Place de la Concorde Suisse

	

Steven S. Weston

Your editor would like to bring a non-philatelic book to your
attention. La Place de la Concorde Suisse by John McPhee, 1984
Farrar Straus Giroux, New York, is available in hardcover and
large format paperback.

I first read this book on a New York-Geneva flight in 1984.
Regrettably it was too short to last the entire flight . I have

since reread it several times and have been greatly entertained
each time.

Recently, I lent it to Ed Chalfant, who had not seen it before.
He keeps thanking me for the loan and his comments lead me to
believe that other Swiss collectors would be equally delighted with
it.

The book recounts the experiences and reflections of the author
while he was "attached" to a swiss army unit . The unit is a

Section de Renseignements (field intelligence unit) of the Eighth
Battalion of the Fifth Regiment of the Tenth Mountain Division.

As the author gathers his own renseignements, this book full of

wit and deft portraiture becomes, in a larger sense, a portrait of
Switzerland as seen through its ubiquitous army.

"Switzerland does not have an army, Switzerland is an army," an
officer remarks at one point in the book . The Swiss Army knits
the varied skeins of Switzerland's society, from farmers and
vignerons to bankers and hotel managers . When not walking with
a patrol, McPhee travels from alp to alp and unit to unit
presenting fascinating portraits of the country, the people and the

military.

Although the Swiss have not fought a war for nearly five hundred
years, their country is nonetheless prepared to defend itself to the
last valley. Swiss rock is honeycombed with hidden military
installations, bridges prewired for demolition, and the populace

armed and ready.

"Thorn and rose, there is scarcely a scene in Switzerland that will
not sell a calendar," writes John McPhee, "and . . . there is scarcely
a scene in Switzerland that is not ready to erupt in fire to repel
an invasive war ."
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Some of the paragraphs above were taken from the book's
endpapers and, I suppose, represent the publisher's idea of the
book. Personally, the book was most entertaining when describing
simple, commonplace pictures of Swiss behavior and attitudes . If
you 're not Swiss (or even if you are) you'll enjoy the descriptions
of how wine is consumed, what it takes to get thrown into le
trou, and how not to handle a petard.

All military personnel (current and former) will enjoy the
descriptions of military discipline, regulations, attitudes and
abilities. But the fun really begins whenever the situation is
normal, all fouled up . And you'll be amazed by the confidence
and ability that goes with handling live ordnance in a densely
populated country. Only the Swiss can lob mortar shells from
one valley to another or fire 50 calibre guns over a freeway
without elevation stops.

Assuming that the Swiss PTT is staffed and run by members of
the army, it's easy to see why they do some of the things they
do: delivering mail by helicopter (formerly by mule), operating a
bus line, and generally providing a first class postal service . This
book is worth searching for.

Anniversaries

December, 1987 marks the 75th anniversary of Pro Juventute issues
which began in 1912 with the three stamp forerunner set . In
1937, the 25th anniversary was marked by a miniature sheet ; and
in 1962, the 50th anniversary was marked by a set of five stamps
and a miniature sheet.

The current PTT policy of commemorating only 50 and 100 year
anniversaries rules out any special PJ anniversary issue . The PJ
issue to be released 24 November features a "Development of the
Child" theme with four designs showing children at play and one
Christmas motif design.

This is also the 50th anniversary of the first
official "Tag der Briefmarke" (stamp day)
cancellation which was applied in Bern on 5
December, 1937 . My 1961 Tanner FDC
Catalog lists this item with a value of 1
Franc . Today, Zumstein lists it at 60
Francs!
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NEW MEMBERS

2262 Michael Lazar, New South Wales, Australia

Reinstatements:
1686 Hugh G . Neil
2167 Gregory B. Schroeder

Important Renewal Notice!

You should have received, or will shortly, your 1988 AHPS Dues
mailing . It is important that you pay your dues by December 31st.
The Jan/Feb Tell will not be mailed to anyone who has not
renewed their membership by the that date . I can assure you that
you don't want to miss a single issue of Tell in 1988 ; so renew

your membership now!
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Handstamped and Embossed Revenues Donn Lueck

of Canton Schwyz, Switzerland

The appearance of this article constitutes the first attempt at
listing the revenue paper of Canton Schwyz . This does not
purport to be a complete listing, nor has any attempt been made
to price these items . Information leading to adequate pricing is
unavailable at this time . Later, with receipt of further informa-
tion, such an attempt may be made.

I trust that information presented here will enable those of you in
possession of such material to better categorize your collection.
Readers able to shed additional light on these items are invited to
correspond with the author : P.O. Box 11582, Phoenix AZ 85061.

Handstamped Revenue Paper

A Single-line oval 24 x 28 mm with the

Arms of Schwyz in the center. Inscribed on
either side of the arms is "CANTON

SCHWYZ" . The value is at the bottom of
the oval . All handstamps are in violet on
white wove paper . The following values are
known: 10, 20, and 40 Rapp.

Embossed Revenue Paper

A colorless embossing 21 x 25 mm with the

Arms of Schwyz in the center . Inscribed on

either side of the arms is "CANTON

SCHWYZ" with a wreath around the arms
and inscription separating them from the
frame line. A value tablet is at the bottom
of the embossing . The only value known is
10 Rapp.
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New Swiss Cancels
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Caveat Emptor

	

Steven S . Weston

The title of this article is a Latin phrase meaning "Buyer Beware ."
It is an admonition, a warning, and very good advice when it
comes to buying any 19th century Swiss stamp!

Recently, I purchased five stamps of the Federal Issue of 1850-
1854 from a reputable dealer . He is not an expert on these
stamps, which were not expertised . The point is that all five
were forgeries -- some were very good forgeries . I was lucky in
that this dealer (who will remain nameless) has refunded my
purchase. You may not be so lucky with someone else, or if you
fail to examine your purchases closely.

My good fortune rests upon having the article, written by Anton
M . Kofranek, titled "Forgeries of the Federal Issue of Switzerland,
1850-1854" which appeared in The American Philatelist, July 1982.
His article examines the various forgeries of this issue in detail.
(To say the least, I am indebted to Mr . Kofranek . We will
attempt to get permission to reproduce this article in Tell .)

I will not attempt to describe each of the forgeries described in
that article. But I have excellent photos of five such forgeries,
which I will describe here.

The Federal issues were lithographed and, consequently, were easy
to forge, some excellently . Knowing this, the Federal Council
decided to change the manner of production for a replacement
issue, the Strubeli, which were typographed, embossed, and
employed a safety paper which had an embedded silk thread.

However, most of the forgeries likely to be encountered by a
collector today were produced in the early 1900's . Ironically, they
were produced for collectors wishing to fill empty spaces in their
albums. Alas, collectors haven't changed much since then and
bogus stamps are still in circulation waiting for a naive buyer.

In my opinion, all forgeries should be accumulated by or entrusted
to an organization charged with producing a reference work by
which any and all "fugitives" can be likewise rounded up.

Armed with Mr. Kofranek's article, it's fairly easy to identify
many of the forgeries of this issue . Each known forgery carries
its unique traits, or fingerprint, which deviate from a genuine
stamp. Let's examine each of these "stamps" and their deviations.
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Scott 7a, Zumstein15IIa

- Missing mouthpiece on posthorn.
- Shading under inscription band is

solid instead of 2-4 lines of shading.

- Red shield overflows escutcheon in
many places.

- Density of ground lines about twice
normal and obliterates arabesques in

places.
- Trefoil missing.
- Top left arabesque deformed compared

to the one on the right.

Scott 7c, Zumstein15IIf

The left flag is about 2mm across at
its broadest point; no original is
greater than 1 .5mm.

- Paper is soft and porous.
- The series of rings around the

posthorn resemble tubes rather than
straight lines that should terminate
at the horn edge.

- The "A" in "RAYON" is broader and
flatter at the top than an original.

Scott 8a, Zumstein 16II

- The outer line of the escutcheon at
the very bottom forms a sharp "V"
where none of the originals is as
sharp.

- Solid shading under the right

inscription band instead of 2-4 lines
of shading.

- A horizontal line connects the tails
of the right flag to form an "A".

- Cutting lines are visible only at the
corners.
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Scott 10, Zumstein 17II

- Width of cross is 4 .5mm, too large.
- The strings of the inverted "V" inside

the posthorn ornament are double
instead of single.

- Top left arabesque deformed compared
to the one on the right.

Scott 13, Zumstein 19

- The posthorn rings have a series
(left to right) of 2-2-3-2 instead of
2-3-3-2.

- The series of rings around the
posthorn resemble tubes rather than
straight lines that should terminate
at the horn edge.

- Minute but definite space (ca . 0 .2mm)
between the left middle escutcheon
frame segment and the lower left
segment.

One last word, these forgeries fooled a dealer and, at first, fooled
me . Study the stamps that you buy because -- Caveat Emptor!

The 1988 deadlines for articles and camera-ready advertisements
have been shortened to thirty (30) days prior to issue . Writers
are encouraged to submit copy well in advance of the deadline.

Issue Closing Publication
Jan/Feb 1 Dec 1987 1 Jan 1988
Mar/Apr 1 Feb 1988 1 Mar 1988
May/Jun 1 Apr 1988 1 May 1988
Jul/Aug 1 Jun 1988 I Jul 1988
Sep/Oct 1 Aug 1988 1 Sep 1988
Nov/Dec 1 Oct 1988 1 Nov 1988
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